CRISS Toolkit | ACSNet

Billing Screens
ACSNet is a part of the MEDS system. Instead of client information, as found in
MEDS, ACSNet is the business side. The billing screens in this guide will help
you identify pharmacy rejections in realtime through CalPos, access current
Formulary and Procedure code status and determine if a code has units left on
a SAR.

ACSNet is managed by CAMMIS. The Help Desk can be reached at 916-3737777.

All actual client data in this guide has been removed per HIPAA guidelines.
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Log on to ACSNet
1. Type “acsnet” at the blinking cursor

2. Type your Log-In and Password at the blinking cursor and enter
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3. Type ‘1’ at SELECTION and enter

4. You must clear the screen at this point. The default ‘Clear Key’ is ‘Scroll Lock’
Note: Each user can customize the control keys on their keyboard. You can do this by opening Tools,
Keyboarb layout
If you need assistance call the 373-7777 CAMMIS Help Desk.
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5. Enter

6. You will get a blank screen with a blinking cursor at the top left corner: Type MMIS and Enter
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6. Re-enter your Log-In and Password

8. Select PF1: MUS499 Provider Relatons Subarea
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9. This is the Home screen. MMIS Authorized Transaction List.
You can start searches for a variety of processes from here.
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CalPos
Pharmacy Claim History
The CALPOS system provides a real time look at pharmacy denials. Denials messages
received by the pharmacy will often be different from the information you will find in CalPos.

1. From ACSNet Home Screen select PF6 Provider Subsystem
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2. Enter the Pharmacy NPI
3. Enter an X in the Option Field
4. Enter

5.
6.
7.
8.

Enter the client’s CIN number at Recipient ID (actual client data omitted per HIPAA)
Enter today’s date (or actual date the pharmacy tried to process the claims
A date range can also be entered if a specific billing is being researched
Press PF4 for Rejected Claims
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This is the ‘rejection history’ showing the number of times the pharmacy tried to bill for this
RX on the given date. In this example, the pharmacy tried to bill the Penicillin 3 times.

10. Enter the line number you want to research. (Tip: start with the last one)
11. Press Enter
This is the Rejected Claim Detail screen

08

Tips and Common Corrections:
1. Verify the SAR number has been entered in the TAR Control Field. In the example above,
the SAR was not entered.
a. Note the Denial Reason. In this case both denials seem random, but they are telling
you there is a problem with the recipient’s Medi-Cal.
b. In fact, there is no eligibility issue, only a missing SAR number which can appear as
eligibility to the Medi-Cal system.
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2. Was the SAR issued today and not yet uploaded to Medi-Cal? This may trigger an eligibility issue
as well as a missing authorization denial.
3. Check the CIN number – is the pharmacy using the CIN that is on the SAR? (note – you will see the
SSN not the BIC on this screen, but the pharmacy is using the BIC to bill)
a. No - Give the pharmacy the correct CIN (Follow-up with parent/guardian to present BIC card
when receiving services).
b. Yes – do they have the current Issue Date? If not, go to MEDS for the current number.
i. Note – not all pharmacy software is the same. Some do not require the Issue Date.
4. Is the SAR NDC specific?
a. Is the pharmacy billing with the NDC on the SAR? This could trigger a ‘no authorization’ type of
denial.
5. Exceeds Limit – the prescription has reached its maximum.
a. Check the SAR – were the units added correctly? If not – the SAR must be modified
b. SAR is ok? Go to ACSNET and check Units Used – the prescription may have been filled
already
6. Is the denial for manual billing?
a. Each pharmacy’s manual billing process is different. Check the Pharmacy section in your Toolkit
for possible quick fixes.
i.
Example CVS must use Condor Code 231 – they will know what that is
ii.
Rite Aid must use ‘the Off Line DME Card’ – they will know what that is
b. Cannot resolve the problem? Call the corporate contact for the given pharmacy. The contact
information is in the Toolkit. The corporate offices for the large chains are fast to respond and
committed to CCS.
c. Small, independent pharmacy?
i. If they are willing to try, teach them to bill manually
ii. If they are not, have the prescription transferred to the chain pharmacy of the client’s
choice.
7. Error – No Claim Submitted After LAST FIN Process:
a. Getting the FIN denial means M/C is not seeing the claim (although the provider is getting a
rejection that makes it appear the claim is being denied by M/C)
b. Check paid claims (if it was paid below acquisition cost a FUL SAR is needed)
c. Check History. The denial may show up there
d. Check your numbers to be sure dates and CINS are correct
e. If nothing works – ask the pharmacy to ‘completely delete the billing from the system’.
i.
Deleting the claim usually works. It is like rebooting a computer.
ii.
If it does not, the pharmacy must contact their own Help Desk. Medi-Cal is not getting
the submission and the issue is on the pharmacy side.
8. DUR – drug use response is an override the Pharmacist must enter. The Pharmacist should know
what override code must be entered for that particular medication.
9. Code 1 Override – This is also a medication/gender/drug use override. The pharmacy should know
what code to enter.
a. If they do not try: 7, 8 or 99 for payment of ‘active ingredients only’
b. Compound denial try codes 7, 8 or 99
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Formulary Inquiry
Use this procedure to determine if a product is on the Medi-Cal Formulary, its TAR designation and
pricing.
1. Open the Provider Relations Sub-Area PF1 and select PF 10 Formulary Inquiry

3. Type in the Product NDC Code in the Primary CD Field: Enter
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4. This is the Formulary Screen
a. Check the TAR Indicator for TAR 0,1,2 or 3
b. Check the End Date: verify it is has not been endated. If so, follow procedure for
End Dated Pricing later in this procedure

5. Check the Pricing: Select PF4. If there is no pricing in the first line, or the pricing is ‘end dated’, the
claim must be billed manually

Look at the first line:
EFF DT is the date this pricing became effective.
IND: This is a Place of Service Code.
AWP-% and LOW COST are the high and low amounts payable
AWP may be applied in a pricing override or brand name override.
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If there is NO PRICING – Medi-Cal has pulled the pricing and the provider will be
required to bill manually using invoices as supporting documentation.

TAR 0 or 1

$0.00 pricing

End Dated

Z5999

TAR 0 or 1

Good Pricing

Pricing is End
Dated

DOS is prior to
End Date:
Requires NDC
Specific SAR

TAR 0 or 1

Good Pricing

Pricing is NOT
End Dated

Use 01 or
02
SAR

TAR 2

With or Without
Pricing

TAR 3

DOS is after End
Date: Z5999

Z5999
Payable w/out
NDC specific
SAR if part of a
Compound

Cross Check CMS Formulary: if drug/product is listed in the CMS Formulary the NDC
must be on the SAR.
SAR these guidelines are subject to regular change. Always follow latest guidelines
Remember:
issued by Medi-Cal in Information Notices and This Computes!
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To determine the Medi/Cal reimbursement rate: (use this if the provider is not receiving
adequate reimbursement. May indicate a FUL issue)




Select the most current Effective Date.
Find the current pricing in the Low Cost column

In this example:


.4510

Multiply the most current lowest cost by the quantity being dispensed

.4510 X 100 = $45.10
In this example the drug was dispensed with 100 doses. The Medi/Cal rate of
reimbursement for this prescription is $45.10
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Procedure Code Inquiry Screen
Use this procedure to determine if a procedure code is payable and what SAR type must be used.
1. Open ACSNet
2. Go to the Provider Relations Sub-Area
3. Select PF1

4. Select PF5 – Procedure Master Inquiry
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5. The cursor will land where the arrow is pointing. Do Not type anything in this space. TAB once.
The cursor is now in the correct place to enter code(expample is CPT 61867 ). Either CPT or
HCPCS can be entered here. Enter code and hit Enter

This is the summary screen.

In this case, line 01 is a code Type K and line 02 is a code Type O. (Hint – you can run the code in
CMSNet to help determine which line to select. But typically the type in line 1 is the code to select in
CMSNet.
6. Enter the line # at the cursor at the Detail Screen and enter.
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Check the P/D column.
‘0’ - is a payable code.
‘D’ - indicates Deny Code (payable if not end dated. The provider must submit the claim with proof of
medical necessity along with the SAR. It is not recommended this code be authorized unless the
biller/provider is clear about the special billing requirements and understands CCS does not
guarantee payment. This information should be included in the Special Instructions section of the
SAR.
‘T’ - indicates a Terminated Code, not payable under any circumstance.
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Units Remaining
Use this procedure to determine how many units are left remaining for a prescription. (Tip: use this
process when a SAR is good, the code is good and the CIN is correct but you are getting a ‘no SAR’
type denial.

1. From ACSNet, select the PF5 Service Authorization Inquiry Selection

2. Enter the SAR # in the Service Authorization# Field - Enter
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2. In this example, line 1 has our clients CIN number and the correct SAR number. The provider is a
Center

3. Enter a ‘S’ in the SEL column. Hit Enter

4. The resulting screen will show the number of units authorized and the number of units used to date.

Look for the number of UNITS authorized and the number of UNITS USED
This will tell you if there are any units left on this SAR.
In the example above – 1 Unit was authorized and no units have been used yet.
If all units have been used and there is still time remaining on the SAR, there may not have been
enough units authorized. Use this template to determine if the units were issued correctly:
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Here is a key to how Units/Quantities should be configured on a SAR.
Service Code

Type

Modifier

Service Description

Units

Quantity

00193654621

MICROLET LANCETS

6

200.0

00193288060

KETOSTIXREAGENT STRIPS

6

50.0

A4215

STERILE NEEDLE

1200

Amount

Line 1 – quantity of 200 lancets per month dispensed for 6 months
Line 2 – quantity of 50 strips per month dispensed for 6 months
Line 3 – total of 1200 needles dispensed for the life of the SAR
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Provider Screens
Provider screens will give you access to a 12-week view of a providers payment history
including denial codes and Warrant information. This is helpful when tracking a claim for a
provider. When stumped by a providers denial, you can determine how that provider is
registered in Medi-Cal, either as an independent biller or linked to a group. How they are
linked effects how they bill. You can search a providers name and find their NPI number
and the group whom they must bill through
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Find NPI by Physician’s Name:
Use this procedure when you are unable to find the doctor by NPI or Medi-Cal number. This process
will help determine if the doctor has an active link to Medi-Cal. Without an active link, the doctor
cannot be paid by Medi-Cal, even with a CCS authorization.
1. Log on to ACSNet
2. Select PF1

3. Select PF6 Provider Subsystem and Enter
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a. Enter the provider’s name in the Provider field
b. Enter P in the Option field; Enter

4. A generic screen will come up
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5. Hit the Clear key, which will take you to Provider Inquiry
6. Enter ‘1’ into the Key Number Field; Enter the doctor’s last name into the Starting Value field: Enter

8. If the name does not come up initially, try changing the spelling. For instance McDonald may be
entered into the system as Mc Donald.
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9. Type the line item you want into the Detail field and Enter. (In this case, we selected 10 because
we knew the doctor worked out of Davis). Enter. This is the doctor we want at the address we
want. You will likely need to look at each line item.

This is the physician’s Provider Detail screen

10.
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Status Information:
If the Number is 1= the doctor is registered as an Individual in Medi-Cal. The doctor’s NPI must be
used as the Billing Provider. It is not necessary to enter the doctor’s NPI in the Rendering field, as
well.
If the Number is 2= the NPI is inactive and must be restored through Medi-Cal. The doctor
cannot be paid with an inactive number. The provider must contact Medi-Cal to accomplish this.
CCS cannot help.
If the Number is 7 = the doctor is actively linked to a group. The group must bill for the doctor
using the group number as primary and the doctor’s number as either the Rendering or Referring
provider. It will depend on whether the physician SAR is made to the doctor in question.

The difference between Provider Type and Category of Service:
Provider Type refers to the doctor’s speciality. Example: Psychologist (31) or Physician (26).
Category of Service (COS) codes are related to Service Code Groupings and are designations
given in Medi-Cal for the type of codes a Provider Type can bill for. Example: a Physician who
bills for codes in SCG 01 or 02 will not be able to bill for codes from 07 (ortho) unless the
physician is also an Orthopedic Surgeon provider type.
Category of Service questions: contact CMSNet Help Desk (916-617-5401 or (CMS)@DHCS
CMSHelp@dhcs.ca.gov
Note: Medi-Cal does not release the translation for Provider Types or COS numbers. However,
Provider Types should be consistent with the Provider Type screen in CMSNet. Contact the CMS
Help Desk for a definition of the COS or Provider Type code if you are getting a denial ‘Provider
Not Eligible’. COS dates must be active on DOS for billing to be successful or for a SAR to be
authorized or extended.
Note: The entries on list below have been identified through the process of resolving billng issues
for various providers. Any new type codes identified should be added to this list.
Provider Type Codes
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Audiologist

22

Physician Group

19

Occupational Therapist

45

Physician Group

25

Physical Therapist

80

MTU Doctor

26

Physician (with
psychiatry/neurology speciality)

31

Psychologist
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Find the Doctor’s Active Medi-Cal Number
Use this procedure if you need to determine if the physician has an active Medi-Cal number. Without
an active link, the doctor cannot be paid by Medi-Cal, even with a CCS authorization.
1. Log on to ACSNet
2. From the Common Inquiry Menu: Enter NPI into Provider Field and P into Option Field: Press
Enter

3. Press PF6 (Do not enter a line number)
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4. Press PF5: Provider XREF

This is the Provider’s Medi-Cal number:
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Find Billing Group Details by NPI
The Providers Linked to that Group
Details about the Individual Provider
Use this procedure to research ‘Provider Not Eligible’ denials.
Provider Not Eligible/Provider Not Authorized:
When generating a SAR - These denials indicate that the Provider Type for the physician is not
authorized to bill for the code you are trying to authorize.
When claims are being denied – May indicate that an incorrect line for the provider was selected in
CMSNet when generating the SAR – when a group has multiple addresses you must find the address
which the physician is linked to that group at.

1. From MMIS Authorized Transaction List select PF1

Note: When a physician is hired by a new Physician’s Billing Group or a Hospital, the doctor’s
NPI must be unlinked from the previous employer and linked with the new employer. Until
this happens, the physician cannot be billed for and any claims submitted will get a
‘provider not eligible’ classification of denial.
If you see this happening, check ACSNet for the current linkage. If incorrect, notify the
hospital credentialing department (they will likey be working on it). Or notify the Physican
Billing Group. They can contact State Provider Enrollment at 916-323-1945.
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2. Select PF6 Provider Subsystem

3. Enter the Group NPI in the Provider Field and P in the Option field: Enter
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These are all the addresses used by the group provider with this NPI.

In our example case, we are looking for the office the group uses for Audiology (Provider
Type 03)
4. Type the line number into the Select Line No Field. (We are using line 10 for the example

because we already know it is the correct line item.)You may need to look at each line
using the steps below to determine which is correct. With large providers there may be
multiple pages.
Line 10 is correct because it is a Provider Type 3
Service Address of 2440 West Covell Blvd
You can check for the provider type of the physician in CMSNet under Program
Modules/Provider.
When you open the provider, you will see the Type.
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This is the Provider Detail Screen for Line 10, Woodland Healthcare, 2440 West Covell Blvd,
Davis, CA

a.

In this example, the NPI belongs to Dignity Health, who is billing for doctor ‘McName’
(false information for doctor’s privacy) (an audiologist Provider Type 3).

We know the doctor is active, paneled and works for Dignity at a Woodland clinic address in
Davis. However Dignity has several billing groups called ‘Woodland Clinic’ in CMSNet from
which to choose when generating the SAR.
They have been getting a Provider Not Authorized denial even though we were authorizing to
the doctor. However we were selecting the wrong location for this doctor at Dignity.
Solution:
The SAR had to be generated to this doctor at this location. The doctor’s NPI was used in the
Rendering Field and the Referring Field on the claim. The Dignity NPI was used in the Billing
Provider Field. The Woodland address was used in the Service Facility Field.
Status Line: number 1 indicates an active ‘Group’. (The group must do the billing for all
doctors linked to it. A provider linked to a group cannot bill for themselves).
The Provider Type field is 003 – Audiologist.

Now that you have the Group information, you can find the physicians linked to that group.
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To Find the Physicians Linked To The Group

1. From the Provider Inquiry Screen (PF10, enter NPI, Option P)
a. Select line # and PF5

Note that this is the same Provider Detail screen we were using to look at the Group NPI.
This is Dr. McName’s Detail screen. It tell us this doctor is linked to Dignity Health at this address. As
a Status Type 7, only the group can bill for this doctor.
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Status Information:
If the Number is 1= the doctor’s individual, or the Group’s NPI is active. This number must be used
as the billing provider.
If the Number is 2= the NPI is inactive and must be restored through Medi-Cal. The doctor cannot
be paid with an inactive number. The provider must contact Medi-Cal to accomplish this. CCS cannot
help.
If the Number is 7 = the doctor is actively linked to a group. The group must bill for the doctor using
the group number as billing provider and the doctor’s number as Rendering.

The difference between Provider Type and Category of Service:
Provider Type refers to the doctor’s speciality. Example: Psychologist (31) or Physician (26).
Category of Service (COS) codes are related to Service Code Groupings and are designations
given in Medi-Cal for the type of codes a Provider Type can bill for. Example: a Physician who bills for
codes in SCG 01 or 02 will not be able to bill for codes from 07 (ortho) unless the physician is also an
Orthopedic Surgeon provider type.
Category of Service questions: contact CMSNet Help Desk (916-617-5401 or (CMS)@DHCS
CMSHelp@dhcs.ca.gov

Note: Medi-Cal does not release the translation for Provider Types or COS numbers. However,
Provider Types should be consistent with the Provider Type screen in CMSNet. Contact the CMS
Help Desk for a definition of the COS or Provider Type code if you are getting a denial ‘Provider Not
Eligible’. COS dates must be active on DOS for billing to occur or for a SAR to authorized or
extended.
Note: The attached list have been identified through the process of resolving billng issues for various
providers. Any new type codes identified should be added to this list.

03
19
25
26

31
37
80

80
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Audiologist
22
Occupational Therapist
45
Physical Therapist
Physician (with
psychiatry/neurology
speciality)
Psychologist
Speech Therapist
Physician (with physical
medicine/rehap
speciality
MTU doctors must be a
type 80
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CMSNet
To generate a SAR for this doctor you must select the correct address in CMSNet.
This provider, Dignity Health, is using the same NPI for multiple clinics and provider types –
4 Physician Groups, 1 Optometrist Group, 1 Podiatrist and 1 Audiologist.
The Audiologist and one Physician Group are located at the same address. Be sure when generating
the SAR to select the correct group.
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12 Week Payment History
This process can be used to find a payment or denial for a claim, including a RAD code, Warrant
Number and Date of Warrant. It can also be used to track and verify payment for MTU doctors.

1. Select PF1 Provider Relations Subarea

2. Select PF 6 Provider Subsystem

3. Enter the providers NPI #, Option N (Name) and the CCS client’s last name.
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4. Hit Enter. Select PF3 to see adjudicated claims. Or PF2 for pended claims.
5. This is a multi-hit screen and will have several records per screen. It will bring up all patients the
provider has treated with the same last name. Be sure to verify the correct Medi-Cal #.
This process only goes back 12 weeks.

For MTU Physician Payment History
Use the MTU doctor’s NPI in Provider field
Use Option D (date)
Use the clinic date for the Srch Argu
This will tell you if the doctor was paid for the clinic on that date.
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6. Pending Claims: from the home screen select PF6
7. Enter Provider Number, Search Option N and Client Name/ Enter
8. Select PF 2 = Pended

9. Select the line item and enter. There may be multiple line items. Each line represents an
individual claim
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Each line item is a line on the claim and can be looked at individually

10. Select the line item and enter

11. Look at the Disposition line and see that this claim is being adjudicated for Denial.
Depending on the error type, it is not unusual to see claims sit in this status for weeks.
If you are helping a provider get a difficult claim through, you can advise them to rebill immediately
without waiting for an EOB.
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37 Month Medi-Cal History

This procedure can be helpful when researching older cases and the case history is needed.
1.

From the ACSNet Home Page

2.

Select PF 6

Leave the provider field blank. Option - use R; SRCH ARGU – use the client’s CIN #
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CRISS

3.

Select Option 7, Enter

4.

37 Month History includes Year, County, M/C Aid Code, Eligibility Status
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